KNOW MORE AT

S.I.M.P.L.E
FOR DISCRETE MANUFACTURING

DEXCISS.COM

SIMPLIFY!!

PEAK

THE MONK SAID SIMPLE IS THE BEST WAY OF LIVING. WE TOOK IT SERIOUSLY!!

SALES@DEXCISS.COM

REACH YOUR

IT'S ALWAYS
YOU BEFORE I

compliance, management of

operations spread across a wide

spectrum, R&D requirements, and

rising operational cost. To help

Being a manufacturer in discrete

manufacturing has its own challenges.

You constantly have to walk this

bumpy road where minor to major

bumps are ready to plunge your speed.

Challenges can come in numerous

ways and forms like quality assurance,

forecasting errors,

smoothen your ride we have

strategically designed our product

S.I.M.P.L.E to bolster your working and

to weaken your challenges. It is made

up of key components for your

business success like strategy,

integration, management,

productivity, longevity and economy.

S.I.M.P.L.E IS SIMPLY
FOR EVERYONE
Whether you design components for automotive industries or deal in

electrical and electronics, are a turnkey manufacturer, boiler

manufacturer, or happen to be a manufacturer in hardware sector

S.I.M.P.L.E fits perfectly to fulfill all your needs and can be further

modified to even make it more personal and your’s. It is a completely

flexible system which works on the cloud to provide you state of the art

technology and to keep you ahead in the game. It is made to provide you

that ease in working which is missing. With just this one system you can

manage all your departments and replace all your complicated and

expensive applications and Softwares like ERP, HRM, and CRM. It is the

complete solution that your Industry needs. It will help you do the quality

control, carry out the R&D and manage your resources, optimize the

inventory and bring down the cost of operations.

DEXCISS.COM

IT'S ONLY GOOD THAT YOU
GET...
ADAPTABILITY

The only thing that never changes is change. It is especially true in your business scenario where

requirements change constantly, the demand is ever fluctuating and you have to reshape yourself according

to your customers' needs. S.I.M.P.L.E provides you that freedom where you can easily mold yourself into any

desirable shape. It helps you meet the demands of your customers with ease especially Original Equipment

Manufacturers (OEM) whose demand change with every order. It will help you carry out cost estimates

before you take on a project, make a plan with MPS AND MRP, maintain capacity with capacity planning and

narrow the product development period with effective change management.

FUTURE INVENTORY FORECASTING AND PLANNING

S.I.M.P.L.E will be more than just an ordinary management system for you. It with its intelligent technology

let you know how much inventory you will need in future. By analyzing your previous work, your requirements,

it will calculate how much of what you require to make your distinct products. With such smart technology,

you will be in a position to plan better and more effectively reducing the wastage and overall costs incurred.

OPERATING COST

Rising operating cost can be irksome and is often a hindrance to rising profits. With S.I.M.P.L.E you can

effectively plunge your operating cost by inventory optimization and waste control, bringing the rejection

rate down with ensuring quality at every stage, automating most of the work eliminating human errors,

tracking costs details, and improving the purchasing process.

D E X C I S S . C O M

MORE
SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTION
With the level of pliancy your production demands, a rigid system will terribly fail its purpose. S.I.M.P.L.E is

made to match your steps. It will help you prioritize, be efficient, meet demand, eliminate error, and have

more control over your production needs. The system will automatically plan your production utilizing the

data and reports, it also has MRP, DRP, and MPS. It allows you to choose between the various practices

such as make to order / make to stock / configure to order / engineer to order to maximize the efficiency

in production. With robust planning, you’ll never go wrong, by proper scheduling you’ll never miss a

deadline, and with accurate real-time data recording, you’ll be able to take better decisions in a

comparatively lesser time.

QUALITY
The product quality defines the quality of success a business would have. Therefore, it’s very important

that you always try to transcend the expectation of your customers when it comes to quality. With our

system, you’ll never miss out in terms of meeting this goal. It will help you track quality at every step of

the way, set quality standards, automate testing saving time and record and analyze test result.

INNOVATE
Get the first mover advantage. Try something new, do testing, do quality checks, and pass the products

that meet the criteria. With S.I.M.P.L.E launching a product is well, simple. The system offers a great

amount of flexibility to your business and provides you with enough support to remain fresh and latest.

You could create routing, make changes to existing products, and create variants.

IOT
The system is no ordinary system.

It has a brain of itself and can guide

you in important decisions. It has

temperature sensors which can

monitor the temperature and can

ring the alarm if it goes below or

above the standard level. It doesn’t

end there it also monitors the

health of the machinery and will

provide you with quality

information on which machine is

working fine and which will require

repairs or replacement in how many

days, saving you from unexpected

breakdowns.

FINANCE

MAGNET

Keep track of your money to make the most of it.

Attract more customers using the

S.I.M.P.L.E will help create robust reports and analytics to

magnet module. It will help build a

facilitate you with the information of your expenditure

better relationship with your

and returns. With it you can create budgets, estimates

customers and bring in more of

and then compare it with the actuals. The system helps

them. It will help track leads, create

you operate easily in multiple location, multiple countries,

opportunities, make sales team,

and deal in multi-currency. It also helps in meeting tax

give them challenges, offer great

compliance.

after sale services and respond

quickly to customer queries.

LOWER YOUR INVENTORY COSTS
By lowering your inventory costs you can significantly

increase your profit margins. The system will help you

escape the need to fill your warehouses in excess. It will

provide you real-time information on the capacity that’s

in process and the inventory left after the completion,

also simultaneously recording the consumption pattern

so that you could save money by keeping a healthy stock

to fulfill the needs and to avoid last moment ordering

providing with a scope to bargain.

ASSETS
Optimize your inventory with S.I.M.P.L.E. It will help in

better utilization of your asset by looking over the entire

lifecycle of it. The system will help you in planning,

procurement, operations, maintenance and replacement.

It will minimize the loss from machinery breakdown by

following preventive measures.

STREAMLINE
The system integrates all the departments of your

business ensuring smooth flow of communication

amongst them resulting in a hindrance free work. It also

results in a more coherent performance as now all

departments will know the work of the other department

and also the effect of their work on them which will help

the departments be more in sync

GO S.I.M.P.L.E!!
COMPLICATIONS ONLY
LIMIT YOU...

CONNECT WITH US
MEET US

OFFICE# 1&2, 2ND FLOOR, 105/1, BANER,
OPPOSITE HOTEL SADANAND
"THE PAVILLION", BANER PUNE 411026
MAHARASHTRA (IN)

CALL US

IND +91-886-000-8604
+91-702-858-1588
US +1-949-208-0883

MAIL US

SALES@DEXCISS.COM

